
PART II 

About Books — Old and New 

In this section J. Eugene Horvath writes about a little-known Hungarian 
travelogue that describes the travels of three Hungarian tourist-adventurers 
in late nineteenth century North America,1 Peter Pastor reviews a collec-
tion of American diplomatic documents concerning pre-World War II 
Hungary that had been edited recently by Tibor Frank,2 and N. F. Dreiszi-
ger reviews Gyorgy Litvan's new biography of the Hungarian-American 
thinker and emigre politician Oscar Jaszi.3 

NOTES 

1 Oszkar Vojnich. Budapesttol Sitkaig. Utijegyzetek (From Budapest to 
Sitka. Travel notes). Budapest, 1894. 

2 Tibor Frank, ed. Discussing Hitler: Advisers of U.S. Diplomacy in 
Central Europe, 1934-1941. Budapest and New York: Central European Univer-
sity Press, 2003. 

3 Gyorgy Litvan, Jaszi Oszkar. Budapest: Osiris, 2003. 





Late Nineteenth Century Hungarian 
Tourists in America 

J. E. Horvath 

A resume of a little-known Hungarian travelogue of North Ame-
rica: Oszkar Vojnich. Budapesttol Sitkaig. Utijegyzetek (From 
Budapest to Sitka. Travel notes). Budapest, 1894. 

On June 12, 1893, three enterprising young Hungarian gentlemen of 
means set out from Budapest on a journey that would take them into one 
of the last surviving wilderness areas of North America. Their names are 
recorded in the caption of a group photograph in the volume that was 
subsequently published — at their expense. They were Dr. Oszkar 
Vojnich, to whom we are indebted for keeping a detailed record of the 
"expedition," Dr. Emil Kosztka and Bela Krisztinkovich, my wife's 
grandfather. They embarked on the luxury ocean-liner Columbia at 
Hamburg, and landed at New York. From there they travelled by rail to 
Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Colorado, San Francisco and points north. 

The expedition to Alaska effectively commenced in San Fran-
cisco, where the three tourists began registering their impressions concern-
ing novel aspects of the customs, economic activities, and attitudes to the 
environment of American society. They found much to astound them. 
They were particularly fascinated by San Francisco's extensive Chinese 
settlement, and the strangeness of its way of life. One wonders whether 
the Hungarian reception of popular English mystery novels of the period 
had alerted the visitors to the more colourful and intriguing aspects of the 
opium den. Anyway, they found their way to one — an early example of 
their good fortune (or good judgment) in obtaining reliable guides — and 
provided the readers with a closely observed description of the appearance 
of the denizens and their pipes. 

The country's richness came to the travellers' attention in some-
times unexpected ways. Thus, a visit to an army camp in San Francisco 
left them with a very distinct impression of the wealth of a nation that 
could afford to pay its soldiers the princely sum (in European terms) of 



twenty dollars per month. Having fulfilled the requirements of compul-
sory service in their own country, the Hungarians were especially inter-
ested in the men's quarters, which they were given the opportunity to 
inspect. They were amazed to see, hanging over the beds, "complete 
outfits of civilian clothing." On learning that the soldiers were required to 
undergo only two hours of drill per day, and that they were served their 
meals sitting down, they came to the conclusion that the American Army 
was "a refuge for work-dodgers." They were subsequently even more 
impressed when, in the course of an excursion to Yosemite Park — of 
which there is an illustration showing them riding in a stagecoach — by 
not only the scenery, but also on learning that the stagecoach driver 
earned as much as seventy-five dollars a month. 

On leaving booming California, the visitors spent some time in 
the Washington State city of Tacoma. From there they ventured north to 
Seattle. "This town has one of the prettiest locations of all we have seen 
so far," our informant notes. He goes on to remark on the general practice 
of setting fires to burn off forest growth, thus creating cleared spaces 
"which are promising for buildings and cultivated fields in the future." 
The modem reader will pay particular attention to the observer's notes on 
land use in relation to tree cover. Having seen that because of the "great 
prehistoric forests that cover most of the Northwestern area, the trees have 
very little value," Dr. Vojnich comments that, for the inhabitants, "it is 
therefore more advantageous that they be cut down to make way for 
commercial installations." "Still," he reflects, "there should be a limit to 
this cutting, and some sort of development plan." (This in 1893!) 

During the entire course of this part of their journey, from 
Tacoma to Seattle and back, the travellers observed that the horizon was 
obscured by smoke from forest fires, and furthermore that this smoke was 
usually trapped by low-lying clouds, "a common sight in the Northwest." 
One wonders whether Dr. Vojnich had any notion of the prophetic nature 
of what he writes: "New wooden houses erected in the midst of burning 
debris herald the new civilization that will flourish in years to come. 
Twenty years is a long time in the life of an American city." 

At this stage, inclination or necessity caused Bela Krisztinkovich 
to decide to go east to Chicago, and await his compatriots there. Drs. 
Vojnich and Kosztka would continue their explorations further, all the 
way up the coast via British Columbia to Alaska. Accordingly, the pair 
left Tacoma at midnight on August 4, 1893, on the good ship City of 
Topeka. Next day, at about three in the afternoon, the vessel cast anchor 
in Victoria Bay. An unfortunate scene met their eyes. "When we arrived 
in the bay in front of Victoria, we saw a freighter run aground, listing 



heavily, her stern completely submerged. A smaller ship struggled to free 
her, while the surrounding water was alive with sailboats filled with 
curious spectators." 

The City of Topeka remained for about four hours in Victoria. 
During this period, in the company of three German acquaintances from 
the boat, together with the wife of one of them, the Hungarians explored 
Victoria, the capital city of British Columbia. The following is representa-
tive of the travellers' keen observation for the minutiae of life. 

It is very similar to the American cities we have seen in its 
style of architecture; nevertheless, the presence of British 
influence is obvious. Thus, the individual shops have a more 
European look; another example is that revolvers are not for 
sale in drugstores here. Also, we noticed something which had 
never happened during all our time in America — twice we 
were greeted by perfect strangers! Instead of American men 
smoking short-stemmed pipes which we had become accus-
tomed to seeing, we encountered "European" men with modest 
manners. 

On the whole, the visitors were impressed with Victoria; they noted its 
beautiful setting, and saw something of the suburbs where they noted that 
each house had its own garden. Again, as in San Francisco, they were 
struck by the sizeable Chinese population amounting to almost 20% ("out 
of a population of seventeen thousand, there are three thousand Chinese, 
living together in one area.") Again, the travellers were bedeviled by fog. 
"But when the fog lifts, we could see the snowy peaks of the Cascade 
Mountains on the mainland," they noted with relief. 

Next day, the vessel made its way up the coast, and stopped at 
Nanaimo. It anchored at 2 a.m. in a little bay off the Gulf of Georgia, and 
began taking on coal. "This morning we walked about three miles into 
Nanaimo, a city of about five thousand people, with our three friends 
from the boat," the doctor noted. "We learned from a gentleman who 
lived there that the city has a considerable income from the coal fields. 
He told us that the average miner earned three dollars a day, which might 
rise to as high as seven dollars a day in some places!" 

Nanaimo was to engage their attention further, for the process of 
taking on coal was a lengthy one. Consequently, the vessel was still tied 
up when evening came. It was then that they encountered a social phe-
nomenon which had already puzzled them when they first saw it in 
"America" (the United States). They were additionally amazed to find the 



same sort of thing on the streets of this little town in remote B.C. This 
time it consisted of a group of perhaps ten men and women gathered on a 
street-corner in the downtown area, singing hymns and exhorting their 
fellow-men to strive to attain a better life. 

The Doctor explained his puzzlement: "When we were in the 
country of the 'big advertisement,' I couldn't help but think that this must 
be some form of publicity, and therefore thought it not worth inquiring 
about. But today in Nanaimo I have again seen a similar procession, and 
one of our companions has given me an explanation as to this strange 
group." The doctor then proceeds to describe this local branch of what 
was by then — in Western Europe at least — widely known as the 
Salvation Army, a charitable organization run on military lines. "It is 
widespread in England, Germany and America," he learned, "and its main 
religious ideal is moderation in all things." The Hungarians may have 
been impressed to learn further that the Army was headed by a personage 
by the name of Booth, an Englishman who adopted the title of General. 
"In each location there is a separate Captain, and under him is an organi-
zation of other officers," the doctor recorded. "This group has a salutary 
influence on the common people — before anyone enrolls he is required 
to testify to his crimes and vices, and to promise to live according to the 
rules of the Army. Those of the group assembled on the street corner are 
there to invite spectators to join, and each 'meeting' is introduced by a 
speaker who narrates his own story of salvation from a life of sin." From 
the published narrative it is clear that this was new and interesting for the 
young Hungarians. 

At three o'clock the following afternoon the boat weighed anchor, 
and set forth on the long voyage through coastal waters to Sitka Island, 
off Alaska. The scenery impressed our travellers, in much the same way 
as it continues to do in the case of those aboard today's giant cruise ships. 
The smoothness of the water between the shore and the islands was 
reassuring. "There are eleven thousand islands between Nanaimo and 
Sitka," the doctor noted, "and of these the rocky shores and green forests 
are continuously fascinating. The view is captivating at all times of day, 
and commands the attention of the traveller. It is too bad that the cloudy 
horizon constantly present in British Columbia forebodes week-long rainy 
spells." However, the travellers were to be rewarded for spending so 
many hours at the rail. "When we entered Discovery Passage the sun 
came out briefly towards evening, and to the west there could be seen a 
huge rainbow inclining upon the chain of snowy peaks. It was an ending 
worthy of the scenery of this beautiful day." 



At eleven o'clock that night the travellers' vessel came to a stop in 
the mile-wide passage. That is to say, though the engines were turning 
and the stern wheel was spinning furiously, the boat made no headway. 
The information was relayed to them that this was on account of the swift 
current that at low tide flows so rapidly that it renders steering almost 
impossible. The diary continues: "Therefore we must wait for the tide to 
return so that we can pass through. We waited until fifteen minutes after 
midnight, at which time it became calmer, thus allowing us to proceed." 

The next day, August 7th, was one of blinding rain and heavy 
clouds. That's the coast of British Columbia for you," remarks Dr. Voj-
nich philosophically, as if in explanation of the meteorological phenome-
non. The passengers saw many seals on the shore, and also many fish 
leaping out of the water. Shortly before dusk on that same day they 
sighted a whale about a hundred yards from the ship, "spouting three 
great jets." They also encountered a ship on its way south, to Victoria. 
The following day they arrived in Alaska. This elicited the following 
general description, well conveying the travellers' impression of empti-
ness. "Out of the thirty-two thousand inhabitants, only one-seventh are 
civilized, and there are seventeen square miles to each person in the area." 
As they approached the shore, they saw great schools of salmon. "As we 
hadn't seen too many of these on the B.C. coast, we think this means a 
change in the weather," the doctor recorded. (This was borne out by 
sunshine on the following day). 

At Metlakatla the passengers were able to observe operations in a 
fish-packing plant; they watched the Indian workers, both men and 
women, cleaning, cutting up and canning the fish. On the way to Fort 
Wrangel they viewed the progress of porpoises, easily six hundred pounds 
in weight apiece, following the boat. On reaching the Fort they saw their 
first totem pole, and were much impressed by this form of art. "Those 
totems are anywhere from six to twelve meters in height, and are some-
times designed as monuments to the dead, sometimes as records of the 
feats of heroes. They remind me of the cemetery poles in certain parts of 
Transylvania," Dr. Vojnich added. He and his friend visited the home of 
an old native wood-carver, whose name he unfortunately does not 
mention. Through the English-speaking chief (he calls him "Chief kin") 
acting as interpreter, the author was able to learn something of the 
significance of totem poles and the meaning of some of the symbols 
represented. 

In particular, it was made clear to the travellers that in this region 
the Eagle and the Bear families were dominant. The doctor made detailed 
notes: 



The Eagle Clan has three symbols, the eagle, the frog and a 
three-headed god (elf); the Bear Clan's three symbols are the 
bear, the wolf and the whale. If a member of the Eagle family 
has a totem pole erected, the eagle, the frog or the three-headed 
god is carved at the top of the pole, while on the lower part, 
relatives of the owner may be represented. The Indian carver, 
depicted on the lower part of the totem pole standing in his 
room, has a carved moon-face with big eyes and no neck; 
above him there is a crouching figure holding a fish on his lap, 
surmounted by an erect figure with a hat on his head, holding 
an unrecognizable object in his hands. The whole pole is 
painted in red, blue, black and brown. 

The author was unable to reconcile the figures on this totem with the 
carver's explanation. Accordingly, he remarked that the artist apparently 
used his imagination, rather than tradition, in this design. 

There was much more to be seen. "A few steps from this house, 
there were three totem poles standing, two with a bird, the third with a 
crouching man on top. We saw three more poles in front of the chiefs 
house, another four at the edge of the village and three on the other shore. 
These totem poles are all more than a hundred years old, and almost 
completely rotten." 

From Fort Wrangel the vessel took its passengers to Juneau amid 
heavy rain. The high point of this part of the trip was the sighting of a 
small pod of whales. In Juneau the two Hungarians went ashore in the 
evening to a local dance hall where they encountered further novel sights: 

Sailors and gold miners dance with the copper-skinned ladies. 
They spin their partners to the music of a harmonium, violin 
and flute. Their Yankee dances are probably adapted from the 
French quadrille. Some of the men offer apples and oranges to 
the ladies between dances, and the men also refresh themselves 
with the terribly expensive whiskey and beer which are for 
sale... In one corner a few miners throw their hard-earned gold 
into the dealer's pot — gambling is very popular in America. 

Finally, the travellers arrived at Sitka. At first they had time only 
to visit the local museum, where they were impressed by two huge totems 
and by Indian and Eskimo clothing as well as implements for hunting and 
fishing. The travellers observed how the boat's passengers literally 
besieged the shops and the Indian vendors along the little town's main 
street. "Everyone who returned to the ship was clutching some souvenir, 



despite the high prices." (Presumably the pair from Hungary too.) There 
are only two more observations on the visit to Sitka, the first concerning 
the harbour. "Anchored beside us in the narrow bay were a huge steam-
ship, six small sailboats and a warship with three small guns. This 
warship would have made little impression on any conventionally sturdy 
ship. However, she had participated in an interesting manoeuvre the other 
day, running into an iceberg and a rock and almost knocking a whale out 
of the sea." These notes conclude with the visitor's fulsome impressions 
on the bountiful supply of fish: "There are so many fish in the sea here, 
you have only to reach down into the water to pull one out." 

Dr. Vojnich's professional interest was aroused by reports of In-
dian witch doctors, unknown in Sitka since 1863, who still practiced in 
the town's wild hinterland. He records having felt some envy on hearing 
that one such Indian doctor was "the richest man in the village." How-
ever, the reported nature of the therapy practiced cast a pall over the 
listeners. Apparently, after collecting generous offerings of blankets, "the 
witch doctor calls on spirits to tell him the name of another Indian who 
has bewitched the sick man." This Indian is then tied up. "If the patient 
dies, the bound man will be buried alive in the grave, or left still bound 
in the path of the rising tide." 

We must pass over what else our travellers witnessed and experi-
enced in what they may well later have referred to in conversation as the 
"Wild North-West." Instead, we shall accompany them on their way back 
to the east coast of the great continent. However, we cannot pass over 
part of what they recorded of their visit to that hub of the continent's 
communications system, and place of tumultuous life, the city of Chicago. 
There, what impressed them most, it appears, were the extremes to which 
advertising was taken. 

You can see all kinds of advertising on the streets of Chicago. 
We have even seen characters in mediaeval costume selling 
newspapers. In one huge shop window there was a display of 
women from all over the world, all with exceptionally long hair 
— and these had been gathered here simply in order to sell 
some kind of hair tonic. The Admiral Cigarette company 
advertises by means of an actual model of a ship carried on a 
horse-drawn cart. A midget dressed in admiral's uniform is 
seated on the ship, and on the side, in huge letters, is the 
message "Admiral Cigarettes." Though it is natural in most 
places to see houses and lots with "For Sale" signs on them, it 
is not at all usual to see what we have seen in this city — a 



horse hitched to a post on State Street with a big "For Sale" 
sign hung around its neck! 

In Chicago the three friends were united again. Thereupon they 
determined to make a detour to Canada in order to see the St. Lawrence 
River basin. Therefore, the next section of the narrative describes their 
trip from Chicago through Toronto to Montreal. In the course of this, they 
spent nearly thirty-six hours on the St. Lawrence and Lake Ontario, where 
they found much to admire. On September 18th they left Chicago and 
travelled by train along the right bank of the Niagara River. They went as 
far as Lewiston by train, where they boarded a vessel for the journey 
across Lake Ontario to Toronto. From there they voyaged down the St. 
Lawrence River to Montreal, arriving in that city at eight p.m. on the 
following day. "Lake Ontario is like a small sea, sometimes quite rough, 
and sailing on its green water is quite interesting," it was noted. To the 
travellers, the really exciting part of the voyage was between Toronto and 
Montreal, principally the part beginning at Kingston, which they noted is 
on Lake Ontario at the source of the St. Lawrence River. 

The description given expresses their reactions to the scenery at a 
particularly favourable period of the year: 

Our ship anchored at Kingston at five o'clock in the morning, 
and most of the passengers came aboard here. We then sailed 
among seventeen hundred islands on a stretch of the river forty 
miles long and forty-seven miles wide. These are known locally 
as The Thousand Isles, and they are a great vacation spot. Most 
of the islands are inhabited by summer holiday makers, and one 
can see resorts and hotels on the larger ones. Many of the 
smaller ones are distinguished by the villas of the rich. The trip 
through these islands is very beautiful and interesting. 

The Hungarian visitors were impressed by the natural hazards and 
also by the means employed by human ingenuity to circumvent them. 

Between the Island of Long Sault and the Canadian shores of 
the river, we sailed through swirling rapids one and a half 
meters high. Later on, on a stretch twenty miles long, we left 
even more rapids behind. The skipper avoided the Lachine 
Rapids, about a mile from Montreal, because of the time of 
day; much to the annoyance and disappointment of the passen-
gers, he chose to sail around the rapids by means of the canal 
built for ships going upstream. Thus our only diversion was in 



watching the operation of the sluice gates and the mechanism 
of the swing bridges overhead. The construction of these 
bridges is very ingenious. The same bridge which had turned 
completely around on its axis to let us pass, was already in 
position to carry the oncoming train when we were scarcely six 
or seven hundred feet beyond. Only a few men were required 
to operate it. 

The next stop was Montreal where the travellers arrived on the 
19th at eight, in the evening. It speaks volumes for the city's attractive-
ness is that, even though the hour was late, our travellers immediately set 
about exploring its downtown area and stayed there until one o'clock in 
the morning. "Although it is but a few hundred years old [!]," the doctor 
explains, "Montreal is visibly expanding, and has a distinctly European 
aspect. Its population is half French. Montreal and Buffalo [!] are among 
the best American cities, principally because of their cleanliness, pleasant 
buildings, and wide streets. Of course they belong to British-ruled 
Canada" [sic!]. 

The reader will note the interest that the Hungarian travellers took 
in town planning — at a time when Budapest was undergoing rapid 
expansion — and in civil engineering. Thus, we should not be surprised 
at their next decision. "Both my friend Emil and I were regretting having 
missed the Lachine Rapids," the doctor wrote, "so we agreed that even if 
we would have to stay a while longer we would make an effort to visit 
them. We did just that. From eight o'clock until twenty minutes after we 
travelled by train to the port beyond the Rapids. There we found a small 
ship, the Filgate which daily battled its way through the dangerous 
waters. On leaving behind the fine Canadian Pacific Bridge, which stands 
on thirteen stone pillars, we were able to spot the rapids while still quite 
a distance away, from their foaming white surface. 

The hazards encountered by the obstacles nature had placed in the 
path of progress was a source of awe and excitement to the travellers. "It 
started when we reached the narrow channel, here only a few meters 
wide, where we could see flat rocks only a few feet below the surface of 
the water. Just one wrong calculation in terms of direction, and the ship 
would be dashed to pieces. It is easy now to understand why our captain 
had avoided this place last night as dusk was falling. The navigable 
portion is visible only in broad daylight." 

Their adventures over, but safely committed to longhand, our 
three New World travellers made their way back to New York. There 
they took the ocean-liner Elbe, and, after nine days at sea, they landed in 



Europe . When the Doctor resumed his journal, the date was N o v e m b e r 
2nd 1893, and the place Budapest. In all, he and his companions had been 
away nearly f ive months . He had had the opportunity to arrive at some 
conc lus ions on what he had seen. H e would record that one of his most 
ou ts tanding exper iences was his tr ip on the magnif icent St. Lawrence 
River . 

I have travelled up the Rhine from Cologne to Mainz, a trip 
that affords maximum opportunity to admire the beauties of the 
river scenery as well as the ruins of the many castles which 
lend a most romantic aspect. I have also travelled the American 
Rhine, the Hudson River, which lacks the lustre of the castle 
ruins and altogether falls short of the beauty of the original. But 
the trip down the St. Lawrence, with its vista of summer homes 
on the seventeen hundred islands, gives a more enchanting view 
surpassing that of either of the others. 




